**Amphibian Course 3**

Start at Point 3

Go 10 degrees for 81 feet

Go 198 degrees for 125 feet

Go 206 degrees for 110 feet

Go 311 degrees for 54 feet

Go 64 degrees for 126 feet

Go 91 degrees for 25 feet

Go 332 degrees for 54 feet

Decoder:

- U=E
- V=E
- B=N
- E=T
- K=U
- G=H
- Q=R
- 3=W
- O=A
- P=U
- S=O
- J=M

Unscramble and fill in the mystery word

**Mystery Word:**  _C_   _N_   _T_   _L_   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___

Remember- Put Red in the Shed and follow Fred